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1. INTRODUCTION
Although proof testing is generally not the preferred method of crack detection, it has
proven useful as a supplement to conventional nondestructive evaluation (NDE) methods,
particularly when NDE is compromised by geometric complexities of the component, or
structure. The objective of proof testing is to screen out gross manufacturing or material
deficiencies and therefore provide additional quality assurance of delivered hardware. It is
in this spirit that Rocketdyne has utilized proof testing on components of the Space Shuttle
Main Engine (SSME). In this case, Rocketdyne has applied a modified version of
conventional single-cycle proof testing which involves multi-cycle proof testing (MCPT).
Typically, only pressure loads are applied during the proof test, and thus simulation of actual
pressure distributions in components with internal pressure gradients is only approximate.
To compensate for the fact that all service conditions are not simulated (for example, thermal
or mechanical loading), the operating pressure is generally scaled-up by a proof factor of
1.2. Proof testing typically occurs prior to service, but in special cases it is also utilized as
part of an in-service or recycle inspection. Based on demonstrated success on a number of
propulsion systems over the years, five-cycle proof testing has been adopted as a standard
practice by Rocketdyne.
Potential benefits of proof testing must always be weighed against the possibility of
inflicting additional undetected damage on the component through subcritical crack growth
or stable tearing upon loading. The decision as to whether or not to use proof testing for
the purpose of flaw screening, as well as the development of an optimum strategy for such
testing, requires appropriate fracuae mechanics analysis. Since the application of proof
testing to brittle materials results in little or no stable crack growth on loading, multi-cycle
proof testing is unnecessary, and the relevant fracture mechanics analysis is relatively
straightforward. On the other hand, multi-cycle proof testing is generally applied to tougher
materials which often exhibit significant stable crack growth on loading, and the relevant
fracture mechanics analysis can be considerably more complex. Although these techniques
have been outlined [ 1,2,3], certain underlying concepts remain unproven and the appropriate
fracture mechanics material properties, needed to characterize the propensity for stable crack
growth, are generally not available.
The overall objective of this program is to assess the relative advantages and
disadvantages of single-cycle versus multi-cycle proof testing. Initially, consideration was
given to approaching this problem empirically. However, it became evident that because
of the many complications involved, such an approach would not provide a generally
applicable answer to the problem at hand. Thus, efforts were redirected towards the
formulation of an analytical model for MCPT which could be used to elucidate the interaction
of key variables--specifically, component crack size distribution, the character of the
material resistance curve, and elastic-plastic loading conditions. Selected experiments were
also conducted to explore the nature of surface crack growth in Inconel 718, as well as to
provide the material properties needed to implement the analytical model. For similar
reasons, information on the crack size distribution in SSME components, as well as in Inconel
718 castings and weldments was also compiled and statistically analyzed.
2. TECHNICAL BACKGROUND
The intent of this section is to outline relevant background information on MCPT and
to briefly describe concepts which arc important to developing an understanding of MCPT,
as well as to formulating an analytical model for this process.
2.1 Rocketdyne Multi-cycle Proof Testing Experience
Multi-cycle proof testing of pressurized components has been selectively implemented
by Rocketdyne since 1952. Prior to that time, the more conventional practice of single-cycle
proof testing was employed. Multi-cycle proof testing originated as the result of component
failures on the NALAR program at pressures significantly less than the initial hydrostatic
proof. Failures were experienced as low as 46% of proof pressure. Although the failure
investigation did not explain the cause of the phenomenon, it was recommended that
five-cycle proof testing with 10-second hold times be incorporated to eliminate deficient
hardware. The current procedure for multi-cycle proof testing on the SSME consists of the
application of five proof cycles at a minimum pressure of 1.2 times the maximum operating
pressure, each with a minimum hold time of 30 seconds. The proof pressure is selected to
keep nominal stresses below 85% of the material's ultimate strength as well as low enough
to preclude detrimental yielding, although localized yielding can sometimes occur.
Application of five-cycle proof testing at Rocketdyne has expanded to most production
programs.
Since the inception of the multi-cycle test, proof pressure testing has supported the
fact that component failures can be experienced on the second, third, fourth, or fifth cycles
at lower pressures than applied on the f'wst cycle. These failures generally initiated from
undetected flaws in the component. This finding illustrates a potential deficiency in the
conventional single-cycle test and poses a challenge to determine optimum strategies for
proof testing.
The primary justification for five-cycle proof testing, in particular, is the successful
record of performance of Rocketdyne engines and the lack of service failures of pressurized
components whenever this procedure has been implemented. This experience includes those
cases where components have passed the f'n'st cycle of pressurization of a five-cycle proof
test only to fail on a subsequent proof pressure cycle at or below full pressure. As indicated
in Tables 1 and 2 [4], many of these cases, documented prior to 1979, involved components
of the SSME. In several cases the hardware deficiencies, revealed after having passed the
first proof pressure cycle, were judged to present a significant risk of component failure or
malfunction in service. This direct hardware experience is further evidence of the potential
benefit arising from the implementation of MCPT. As one might expect, the highest
incidence of proof test failures has occurred in components with the lowest design margin.
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TABLE 1
SUMMARY OF FIVE.CYCLE PROOF TESTS (Pre-1979) FOR CASES IN WHICH
PRE.EXISTING DEFECT WAS IDENTIFIED
(Note: Does not include those instances where failure occurred on the 1st proof cyde)
¢.ao
Program
SSME
SSME
SSME
SSME
SSME
SSME
SSME
F-1
F-1
RS -27
Component
LPOTP Housing
Nozzle Mixer Bowl
Turbine Disch.
Duct Bellows Assy
High Press. Fuel Duct
Fuel Turb. Drive Duct
Powerhead Preburner
Fuel Supply Duct
Hight Nozzle Tubes
Thrust Chamber'
Tubes
MK-10 Fuel Volute
Casting
Turbopump Fuel
Inlet Elbow
Material
Tens-50
Inconel 718
Inconel 718
Ti 5-2.5
Inconel 718
Incoloy 903
A-286
Failure
Cycle
4
2,3
2
4 (Cryo)
2
5
2,3,4,5
3 Examples
Inco X-750
Tens-50
6061 AI
3
5
2
(4 Incidents)
% Proof Pres. at
Failure
80%
Leak
56%
100% @ 5 See
75%
!00%
Various
72%
80%
100% (12 sec hold)
61%
100%
(Depressurization)
from
100%
Component
Thickness, in.
~.030
.133
.!45
~.010
.010
.0105
.010
.018
.600
Defect Information
(dimensions in inches)
Casting Defect
Casting Porosity
Weld Porosity
I.D. Axial (HAZ)
Cracks at Lugs
.08 x 1.1 Non-
Metallic Inclusion
.007 x .070
.006 x .180
.007 x .060
.0057 x Long Lap
.09 x .31 Inclusion
(1% Permanenl
Deformation
at Splitter Leading Edge)
Vane Fillet Cracks
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TABLE2
SUMMARY OF MULTI-CYCLE PROOF TESTS (pre-1979) FOR CASES IN WHICH
PRE-EXISTING DEFECT COULD NOT BE POSITIVELY IDENTIFIED
Program
Nalar
Thor
Atlas MA-5
SSME
SSME
SSME
SSME
SSME
SSME
(Note:
Component
Helium Bottle
Does not include instances where failure occurred on the 1st proof cycle)
Failure % Proof Pres.
Gas Generator
Blade Valve HSG
Turbine Inlet
Manifold Nut
Nozzle Tee
I-IPI_TP Bellows Assy
Material
4130 Bar
356-T6AI
300 Series
Cres
Inconel 718
Inconel 718
Inconel 718
Ti 5-2.5
H_IP Bellows
Main Injector
Oxid. Tank
Pressurant
Short Bellows
I-IPFIP Inlet
Cycle
Numerous
Post Proof
at Failure
2
N/A
N/A
2
Component
Thickn_% in.
100%
2, 4 100%
3 100%
100%
100%
Down to 46% .071-.081
5 78% -..
3 100% .._
Table I contains a sutmnary of proof failures after the first cycle where a defect was
positively identified as the cause of failure. Where details were found identifying the
defect size, it can be seen that the defects were generally large compared to the thickness
and many times the thickness in length. This observation, coupled with the MK-IO volute
casting defect located in a high strain region, implies that significant local plastic
deformation may have occurred prior to failure. Therefore, even though proof limits are
selected so that the components remain nominally elastic, plastic deformation in the
uncra_:ked ligament may have been a contributing factor to the multi-cycle proof failures.
Table 2 lists additional instances where proof failures occurred after the fwst cycle, but
identification of the cause of failure could not be related conclusively to a pre-existing
defect.
One immediate observation from Tables 1 and 2 is that multi-cycle proof failures were
not isolated to a particular material or material system, but were observed to occur in a broad
range of materials. It is also significant to note that many of the components listed contain
relatively thin sections. This observation is consistent with a propensity for thin sections
to exhibit stable crack growth on loading, as will be discussed later in terms of R-curve
behavior. Finally, the fact that the defect depth tended to be large compared to the thickness
may contribute to a loss of constraint for the normally highly constrained surface flaw which
might allow stable crack growth on loading to occur for that geometry.
2.2 Single Cycle Proof Testing Strategy
The philosophy underlying single cycle proof testing is well established; for example,
see the work of Tiffany [5]. Perhaps the most well known example of the successful
application of proof testing is that of the low temperature testing of the F- 111 wing box at
McClellan Air Force Base [6].
As a prelude to understanding multi-cycle proof testing, let us f'wst consider the basic
concept of single cycle proof testing of a material under brittle conditions. This can best
be accomplished by examining Figure 1 which illustrates conventional proof testing logic
in terms of both the residual strength (¢_r) and the residual fatigue life (Nf) of a structural
component. As indicated, the proof test stress (¢_p) is selected to be some fraction of the
material's ultimate strength (¢_ such that gross deformation of the structure is avoided,
although local yielding may occur at geometric stress concentrations, or where large cracks
have significantly reduced the net section in a given region. Since brittle materials exhibit
a well-defined instability point given by K,,_ = K,.., the successful application of ¢_pguarantees
that any flaw that may be present is less than some size, at. Using at as the initial crack size
in a fracture mechanics based fatigue crack growth analysis detrmes a corresponding initial
residual fatigue life,Nv Provided periodic proof testing can reliably ensure that the maximum
crack size remains below at, in-service proof testing offers the opportunity to extend the life
of the component. The interval (af - a.0 defines the crack size regime over which periodic
proof testing at ¢_p will result in crack detection through proof failures, thereby removing
the component from service before the critical flaw size, at, is reached.
Although the foregoing discussion uses the term "brittle material", it is important to
recognize that whether or not a material exhibits brittle behavior is dependent upon geometric
constraint and loading rate, as well as test temperature. In fact, the temperature dependence
of the material can be used to advantage in designing the proof test. Specifically, for materials
in which KtJ¢_. is significantly reduced as temperature is decreased, ¢_v/c_y,can be reduced
==
¢,J
¢,J
z"
Ni
o_
o,
_ K.... = K,_
I
I
a, Crack Size (Log Scale)
I
a i af
a, Crack Size (Log Scale)
G,
G=,
G,
Nf
a i
af
af-a i
zt
I
Residual Strength
Ultimate Strength
Proof Stress
Service Stress
Residual Fatigue Life
Residual Fatigue Life
Corresponding to a=
Upper-Bound Initial
Crack Size Determined
by Proof Test
Final Crack Size at
Instability
Crack Growth Interval
Available for Crack
Detection
FIGURE 1. Single-cycle proof stress logic represented in terms
of residual strength and residual fadgue life.
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by performing the proof test at a temperature lower than the operating temperature. This
strategy was used in the case of the F- 111 proof testing [6], and more recendy in the case
of cryogenic proof testing of titanium disks in the Air Force's F-100 engines in F-15 and
F-16 fighter aircraft.
2.3 Multi-Cycle Proof Testing and the R-Curve Concept
There is no advantage to multi-cycle proof testing in materials which behave in a brittle
fashion, since significant stable crack growth on loading does not occur. However,
multi-cycle proof testing appears to offer distinct advantages in materials which behave in
ductile fashion, as demonstrated by Rocketdyne's experiences summarized in the previous
section. The apparent success of multi-cycle proof testing is believed to be due to the
occurrence of stable crack growth on loading. In general, this phenomenon is dependent
on a variety of factors--including stress state, temperature and material condition-- and can
best be understood in terms of resistance curve concepts.
The general concept of a resistance curve is ar:tributable to Krafft [7] and involves an
energy balance between the driving force for crack growth and the inherent resistance to
crack growth of the material. Subsequently, McCabe and co-workers (e.g., see Ref. [8])
popularized the approach and developed standard methods for measuring R-Curves under
linear elastic conditions. The approach has also been shown to apply to cyclic loading
[9,10]; thus, its use is compatible with a conventional fracture mechanics approach to fatigue
crack growth. More recently, the resistance curve concept has been extended to fracture
under elastic-plastic loading [ 11,12] using the J-integral [ 13]. The latter has been formalized
by Paris and co-workers [14,15] into the tearing instability approach. Thus, the resistance
curve is a useful engineering concept which is applicable to a variety of failure modes and
loading conditions, including stable crack growlh within highly deformed regions at
geometric stress concentrations [16]. However, for simplicity, the following discussion
relating resistance curve concepts and multi-cycle proof testing is presented within the
framework of linear elastic fracture mechanics. Elastic-plastic loading is considered in the
detailed model developed in Section 3.
As illustrated in Figure 2, the resistance curve concept can best be understood by
considering both the driving force (K) and material resistance (R)" as functions of the extent
of stable crack growth, Aa, which occurs during loading. Here the resistance curve, or
R-curve, is compared for two materials: the brittle naaterial exhibits a relatively flat R-curve
(RB), while that for the ductile material (RD) rises steeply as the crack extends. The marked
increase in the R-curve in the latter case is believed to be associated with the formation of
shear lips near the surface of the specimen, reflecting the influence of a relative change in
crack-tip stress state from plane strain to plane stress as the specimen surface is approached.
The dashed lines emanating from a common point are the superimposed driving forces for
increasing values of applied nominal stress o, through 04. Although stable crack growth
can occur when K = R, the onset of crack instability does not occur until both: K = R and
OKfOa = OR/3a. Because of the flamess of the R-curve in the case of the brittle material,
* Under linear elastic loading, the materials resist_mce is also commonly referred to as
Ks, but R will be used here for clarity.
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Crack Size _ Crack G_w'ch
Stable Crack Geowth:
K=R
[nstabi I J_y (K • K<:) :
K=R
da da
FIGURE 2. Influence of R-curve on maximum extent of stable crack growth
in "Brittle" ('B') versus "Ductile" ('D') materials.
theseconditionscanonly bemetat point r, for an applied stress a3. Thus, a3 is a critical
stress, designated ac, and provided the extent of prior crack growth (AaB) is small, this
corresponds toK,..
In contrast, for the case of ductile materials, instability occurs at point s, corresponding
to a critical stress a_, and toughness K_. As a consequence of differences in the nature of
the R-curve, both the toughness and the extent of crack extension prior to instability can
differ significantly. Moreover, contrary to the case of the brittle material, the value of
apparent toughness for the ductile material is not unique, as will be discussed below.
For example, Figure 3 schematically shows how the character of the R-curve changes
as a function of specimen (or component) thickness. Consequently, even for a fixed material,
specimen geometry, and initial crack size, the tougtmess is seen to systematically increase
with decreasing thickness, B. Moreover, altering the planar geometry such that the applied
K varies, as shown in Figure 4, causes the toughness and extent of stable crack growth (Aal
versus Aaz) to change significantly, even though the material and initial crack size are held
constant. Finally, even for a constant planar geometry, thickness, and material, the apparent
toughness (K_) can vary with initial crack size as a result of crack resistance development
during stable crack growth, as shown in Figure 5.
It follows from the above conditions that brittle materials have a straightforward proof
test logic, as summarized previously in Figure 1. In contrast, the propensity for stable crack
growth and more complex instability conditions of ductile materials give rise to the less
certain proof test logic of Figure 6. Here stable crack growth on loading (Aa), due to the
R-curve effect, produces uncertainty in the residual strength (_r_), as well as in the residual
fatigue life (&Vf).
In theory the above uncertainty can be eliminated through the proper application of
R-Curve concepts [1,3], although this has not yet been demonstrated quantitatively, nor have
the relevant R-curve data been generated, especially for surface and embedded defects.
Based on the above discussion, it is clear that the character of the material's resistance
curve is important to MCPT behavior and holds the key to proper selection of an optimum
proof test strategy. Materials which are either inherently tough (Figure 2), or are used in
thin sections (Figure 3), are candidates for multi-cycle proof testing. Conversely, materials
with inherently low toughness, or those subjected to high degrees of geometric constraint,
are candidates for single-cycle proof tesung. Since Inconel 718, the primary structural
material in the SSME, exhibits high toughness, it appears that component thickness and
flaw geometry would be the primary geometric variables influencing the development of
an optimum proof test strategy. This view is supported by Rocketdyne's five-cycle proof
testing experience.
2.4 Potential Crack Growth Processes During MCPT
Crack growth can occur by several different mechanisms during a series of load-unload
cycles, as follows: 1) rupture mechanisms such as brittle cleavage or ductile tearing; 2) true
fatigue mechanisms associated with striation formation; and 3) interactions between rupture
and fatigue. Here we will consider only elastic-plastic (ductile) fracture conditions.
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2.4.1 Crack Growth by Ductile Tearing
Traditional ductile fracture experiments, and corresponding analyses, have been
developed to describe crack growth under monotonically incre_ing load or displacement.
It is unclear what happens upon unloading and then reloading during a period of ductile
tearing. Two extreme behaviors are possible, as well as a continuous range of intermediate
behaviors between these extremes.
At one extreme (call this Type A behavior), ff the unloading does not cause
significant reversed plastic flow near the crack tip, the subsequent reload will be essentially
elastic. In this case, the unload/reload cycle will cause no further crack growth (assuming
that the reload is up to but not beyond the previous maximum load or displacement). An
example of this behavior is given by the partial (perhaps 10%) unload/reload excursions
used in single specimen J-R curve testing as a means of measuring elastic specimen
compliance and hence determining the crack length [17]. These unload/reload cycles are
specifically designed to have no effect on ongoing ductile tearing. If this behavior describes
the crack during a multi-cycle proof test, then no crack growth (by ductile tearing) would
occur at all on any proof cycle after the fast. Several authors have reported Type A behavior
[18,19,20].
At the other extreme (call this Type B behavior), the unloading can cause
significant reversed plastic flow near the crack tip. In this case, the crack and the near-tip
stress-strain field are essentially "reset" and the subsequent reload cycle can be treated as
if it were the fast loading cycle in a brand new test, where the present crack length is now
taken as the final crack length from the end of the previous cycle. In this case, there can be
appreciable crack growth on subsequent proof cycles, even if the maximum applied load or
displacement is the same. While Type B behavior has not previously been analyzed in
precisely this way, there is clear evidence in the Literature of unloading effects which
contribute to significant crack extension on subsequent reload cycles. Brust et al. [21], for
.example, report experiments and corresponding analysis using near-tip path-independent
integrals for two steels. They found re-initiation during reloading at roughly one-half of
the load prior to unloading (this was similar to the load level for initiation on the fn'st loading
cycle) and attributed the effect to reversed plastic flow near the crack tip during unloading.
Marschall and Wilkowski [ 18] have also reported unload-reload tests with significant crack
growth during reloading. On the other hand, it must be noted that Brust [22] has very recently
observed Type A behavior in a similar numerical analysis of cracked 304 stainless steel
(with no explanation yet forwarded), and as noted in the previous paragraph, Marschall and
Wilkowski have observed Type A behavior many times as well.
At the present time there is no simple criterion to determine which type of
behavior will occur during unload/reload cycles or where along the continuum between the
two extremes the behavior is best described. It seems clear that the extent of the unloading
will be a major factor in determining the subsequent response: if the unload is only small
and the minimum load after the unload is still a large percentage of the previous maximum
load, then Type A behavior will occur;, if the unload is extensive, especially to a large
compressive load, then Type B behavior seems likely. Thus, the nature of the boundary
conditions, and the stiffness of the loading system, will also have some effect. Specifically,
displacement-controlled situations which reverse back to zero displacement typically cause
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compressivereversed loads, while load control situations which reverse back to zero load
may leave a considerable unreversed plastic deformation (and of course there are
intermediate cases as well).
2.4.2 Crack Growth by Fatigue
On the other hand, crack growth can occur not by ductile tearing mechanisms
but by fatigue mechanisms associated with the load cycling. This is particularly the case
when the maximum applied load or displacement is relatively small, so that no tearing or
cleavage is initiated, and the number of load cycles is large; this is simply the classical
fatigue crack growth problem. But fatigue crack growth can also occur simultaneously with
ductile tearing. Again, this is generally most significant when the number of load/unload
cycles is large. A fi_rst estimate of crack extension attributable to fatigue mechanisms can
be made with the usual Paris Law representation of growth rates:
da
-- = C (zXK)"
dN
(1)
where the empirical crack growth constants C and m are obtained from baseline tests under
linear elastic conditions. In the case of fatigue contributions to crack growth during ductile
tearing, considerable plastic deformation will be occurring and the linear elastic fracture
mechanics parameter K would cease to be meaningful. What is meaningful, at least in an
operational engineering sense, is the range of the elastic-plastic fracture mechanics
parameter J. Employing the relationship between K and J,
K 2 (2)
where E' = E for plane stress and E' = E/(1 - v 2) for plane strain, it is possible to compute
an equivalent AK value from &/and use an extrapolation of the LEFM crack growth data
to predict an elastic-plastic fatigue crack growth rate. Several examples are available in the
literature in which linear elastic and elastic-plastic fatigue crack growth rate data were jointly
correlated by this type of analysis, including special attention to crack closure [23,24].
2.4.3 Combined Tearing and Fatigue Crack Growth
In practice, crack growth during large load/unload/reload cycles can occur
simultaneously by both tearingand fatiguemechanisms. One estimate of the totalcrack
extensioncan be made by simply summing the two independent contributions[25]:
da AN
(da),,,,,a = (da),,_,f + (_)z,,i_,,
(3)
This approach is typically used in conjunction with the assumption of Type A tearing
behavior. This implies that no further crack growth by ductile tearing occurs upon reloading
until the previous maximum load or displacement is exceeded (or until extensive fatigue
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crack growth has occurred). The ductiletearingthatdoes occur isestimated by analyzing
the load-displacement behavior while totallyneglecting the unload/reload cycle. This
approach furtherassumes thatthereisno trueinteractionbetween tearingand fatigue.
Another approach to a combined analysis of tearing and fatigue is to modify
the fatigue crack growth equation. The traditional Paris Law equation given above assumes
a simple power law relation between the applied stress intensity factor range (or its
elastic-plastic equivalent) and the crack growth rate. In other words, the logarithm of the
crack growth rate increases linearly with the logarithm of AK. In practice, however, it has
often been observed (for more brittle or more highly constrained materials) that when K,_
approaches K_=, the crack growth rate can increase sharply. This has led to development of
alternative crack growth laws such as the Forman Equation [26],
c(aK) (4)
dN (1- R")K_=- AK
where R" is the cyclic stress ratio. For ductile materials with J as the controlling parameter,
this type of equation is not easy to implement, because there is not a uniquely defined critical
value of J for unstable fracture of a specimen or component. Nevertheless, analogous
equations can be developed [27]. Kobayashi et al. [28] suggest that the fatigue crack growth
rate will begin to increase sharply when J,_ reaches Jt_.
An alternative viewpoint about the relationship between ductile tearing and
fatigue mechanisms assumes some equivalence in the two crack growth processes. Ratwani
and Wilhem [9] suggested that a single full range resistance curve for 2024-T3 aluminum
could be constructed to include both fatigue and fracture data. They considered only K-based
parameters (KR and K...,), and the validity of this concept for J-based elastic-plastic fracture
analysis has not been confirmed.
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3. ANALYTICAL MODEL FOR MCPT
3.1 Model Formulation
As discussed in Section 2.4, one of the key considerations in formulating a model for
MCPT is how to represent the J-resistance curve for stable crack growth, as well as whether
or not to include subcritical crack growth from fatigue.
If we assume that ductile tearing behavior during unload/reload cycles is of Type A,
then we may have assumed a priori that multi-cycle proof testing is of no benefit. This
assumption is inconsistent with Rocketdyne proof testing experience, which is summarized
in Section 2.1. Furthermore, there appears to be sufficient evidence from the literature that
Type B behavior is possible, at least to some degree. Calculations of crack growth based
on Type B assumptions are expected to give an upper bound to the actual behavior. But
this is a useful calculation, and so for the purposes of this initial simulation of MCPT we
have assumed Type B ductile tearing behavior. The design and implementation of future
experiments will provide an assessment of this assumption. This information may also
provide the basis for developing more exact models, if necessary.
As discussed in the previous section, fatigue contributions to crack extension are also
possible. Based on extrapolation of the small-scale yielding fatigue crack growth data for
Inconel 718 (see Figure 27, Section 5.2), however, it appears that fatigue crack growth
increments may be relatively small unless J_ values are into the tearing regime. For these
larger J._, values, the J-resistance curve seems to be the preferred means of characterizing
crack growth, especially in view of uncertainties about fatigue crack growth acceleration in
this regime. In view of these reasons, the analysis de scribed in this report focused exclusively
on a J-R approach to crack extension. Such an approach also served to simplify the analytical
scheme and to bring about at least a small reduction in the complexity of these preliminary
assessments. The potential significance of fatigue crack growth to this problem will be
examined in more detail in subsequent investigations.
Based on the above view of stable crack growth, a computer code was written which
numerically simulates multi-cycle proof testing under a variety of conditions. The code,
written in standard FORTRAN-77, was assembled and exercised on an Apollo workstation;
Several specialized post-processing graphics routines were also developed.
The code essentially conducts quantitative comparisons of the material resistance curve
and the applied J curve (J_) by a suitable overlaying of the two curves. Appropriate logic
is employed on each simulated proof cycle to locate the resistance curve relative to the initial
crack length and to identify the intersection of the R-curve with the J,_-curve. The code
checks for non-initiation or failure on that cycle and then (if necessary) calculates the extent
of stable crack growth. The complex non-linear form of both curves requires the frequent
use of iterative numerical schemes to invert equations or locate points of intersection, and
therefore a high premium was placed on computational efficiency in developing the code.
The material resistance curve in the code can be quantified by any one of several simple
models developed by Orange [29]. These are all empirical equations which have no direct
physical basis, but which have been demonstrated to provide satisfactory fits to experimental
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data. Five different models are available in the code, and the user has the freedom to select
the one which best describes his materiai:geometry system. These models include an
exponential form,
JR =(R + TAa)[1- exp(-Aa/C)] (5)
a hyperbolic form,
JR _
(R+ TAa)Aa (6)
C+Aa
an arctangent form,
JR = (R + TAct)(2/x)arctan(gAal2C) (7)
a hyperbolic tangent form,
dR= (R + T,aa) tanh(, /C) (8)
and a power law form,
JR = At(Aa) '_ (9)
In all of these equations, Aa is the increment of crack advance. In the first four equations,
T represents the asymptotic slope of the tearing line, R the intercept of the tearing line with
the A = 0 axis, and C the A value on the asymptotic blunting line which corresponds to JR
= R. See Figure 7. In the power law equation, A_ and A2 are general empirical constants.
The specific values of all these constants are dependent not only on the resistance data but
also on the specific empirical equation chosen. The choice of a specific model, and specific
model constants, involves a simple non-linear least squares regression of available
experimental data. Independent of the model and constants chosen, the user also has the
freedom to specify a value for Jr,, the J value below which crack initiation (and therefore
tearing) will not occur.
The J,_ values are computed as a functionof the material's constitutive properties,
crack length and other specimen dimensions, and boundary condition - either applied load
or displacement. A different set of Jm, equations is required for each specimen or component
geometry. Equations for many cracked geometries are readily available in the Electric Power
Research Institute (EPRD elastic-plastic handbook [30], and estimation schemes are
available for other geometries.
A key distinctionis made between load-controlledand displacement-controlled
configurations,and this differencehas important implications for both the numerical
calculationof J,a,and the fundamental evaluationof multi-cycleproof testing.When the
component or specimen isunder pure load controlwith appliedload P, J can be directly
evaluatedaccording to the generalform:
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J = FIp2+F2P "+l (10)
where F l and F2 are known functions of specimen geometry, crack length, and material
properties, and n is the strain-hardening exponent in a Ramberg-Osgood constitutive
relationship. In this case, J increases monotonically with both load and crack length,
sometimes quite sharply. When pure displacement control is applied with some total
maximum displacement A, it is f'LrStnecessary to determine the induced load by inverting a
compliance equation of the general form:
A = FyP + F4P" (11)
(where F 3 and F, are analogous but not identicalto F_ and F2) and then substitutethe
calculatedload intothe previous equation inordertoobtainor,_.Under pure (crack-mouth)
displacement control,the 0r,z,typicallydecreases with increasingcrack lengthbecause of
increasesin the compliance, and corresponding decreasesin the induced load.
In reality,many components and specimens are neitherpurely load-controlledor
purely displacement-controlled,but exhibitsome combination of load and displacement
control. This may be described mathematically by assuming control based on total
displacement AT where
Ar = A+ CuP (12)
Here Cu isthe compliance of a linearspringplaced in serieswith the cracked body and
represents the elastic compliance of the total system. The condition Cu = oo corresponds to
pure load control, and the condition Cu = 0 corresponds to pure displacement control.
Intermediate values of C_ correspond to intermediate control configurations. For example,
ff a specimen is tested in displacement control with a very long gage length, the value of
C_ may be related to the elastic compliance of the uncracked, load-bearing ends of the
specimen between the crack and the gage point. Under combined control, the applied or
value can either increase or decrease with crack length, depending on the choice of
parameters in Eqs. 10 through 12. These different control conditions, and their influence
on ductile crack growth during multi-cycle proof testing, will be illustrated and discussed
in more detail in the following section.
The present computer code permits three different analysis schemes, each with
appropriate graphical output. The first scheme simulates a single MCPT based on a single
initialcrack lengthand generatesa complete graphicalrecord of the J,_ curve and the J-R
curve,appropriatelylocatedforeach proof cycle.The second scheme surveys a wide range
of equally spaced initialcrack lengthsand identifiesthe corresponding finalcrack length
aftera #oven number of proof cycles,includingthe limitingcrack lengthsbelow which no
growth occurs and above which catastrophicfailureoccurs during any of the proof cycles.
The thirdscheme isa fullMonte Carlo simulation which samples a #oven distributionof
initialcrack lengthsand computes thecorresponding distributionoffinalcrack lengths.This
scheme alsoadmits the possibilityof a statisticallydescribablevariationinany otherinput
variable,such as changes in theOr-Rcurve.
2O
The heart of the computer code, including its many options, has been extensively
validated by comparison to singie-cycle fracture analyses given in the EPRI elastic-plastic
fracture handbook [30]. Particular attention has been given to analysis of a compact-tension
(CT) specimen of A533B steel under several different control conditions. Because this
geometry-material system is well-understood and well-behaved, it also serves as a useful
vehicle to iUustrate many of the basic phenomena associated with MCPT.
3.2 MCPT Simulations with Thru-Thickness Cracks
3.2.1 MCPT Under Load Control Versus Displacement Control
A multi-cycle proof test for a CT specimen under pure load control is illustrated
in Figure 8. The single J, ep curve corresponds to the given maximum proof load, which is
the same on each proof cycle. The five R--curves represent five different proof cycles, each
curve emanating from the appropriate "initial" crack length at the beginning of the
corresponding proof cycle. Each new "initial" crack length is determined by the intersection
of the applied J curve with the resistance curve for the previous proof cycle. For example,
the crack length at the beginning of the entire test is 4.615 inches. The intersection of the
J_,p curve with the R-curve originating at a = 4.615 identifies the amount of stable growth
during the first proof cycle and therefore the crack length at the end of the fLrSt proof cycle,
a = 4.636. This "final" crack length then serves as the "initial" crack length for the next
proof cycle, identifying the new origin for the R-curve. In this particular multi-cycle proof
test, failure occurs on the fifth proof cycle because for that initial crack length, the crack
driving force exceeds the available material resistance, before the maximum proof load is
attained, and OJ_clOa > OJvfda.
This specific example points out several general features of a load-controlled
MCPT. First, note that the amount of crack growth is increasing with each additional proof
cycle. Second, failure on the last proof cycle can occur at a load which is significantly
lower than the proof load. Remember that the Jm, curve shown is for the maximum load.
Applied J curves for lower loads will lie below the curve shown. Failure will occur
immediately above the load for which the J,a, curve is just tangent to the last R-curve. Third,
note that the extent of crack growth on each cycle and the number of proof cycles to failure
will depend on a great many variables, including the proof load, the shape of the R-curve,
and the initial crack length.
A MCPT under pure displacement control (CK = 0) is shown in Figure 9. Here
the J_ value decreases slowly and nearly linearly with crack length, and no failure occurs
on any of the five proof cycles. This will be the general rule for any pure displacement
control test: catastrophic fracture of the specimen or component will not occur, but the
load-carrying capability of the structure may be seriously degraded." The crack growth
increments are successively smaller on each proof cycle, but in this case the total crack
growth per cycle is relatively large, especially in comparison to the previous load-controlled
MCPT simulation. The specific amount of crack growth during any load-controlled or
IIIIII In addition, it should also be noted that while this type of loading facilitates a
leak-before-break condition, this situation may be catastrophic in components where an
explosion of volatile fluids is likely.
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displacement-controlled MCPT, of course, is a function of the specific applied loads or
displacements. In general, however, displacement-controlled tests do possess a greater
potential for extensive stable crack growth than load-controlled tests.
Intermediate control conditions can cause several different MCPT behaviors;
two examples arc shown in Figure 10. In the top figure, the J_, curve for the crack lengths
of interest is similar to that for pure load control. However, the increase in J_ with crack
length is less pronounced than for load control, and therefore the extent of stable crack
growth is greater. Note that in this particular case, failure occurs on the fourth proof cycle.
A very different type of MCPT phenomenon is illustrated in the bottom graph. For this
particular case of intermediate control, the general character of the entire J_ curve is evident:
a gradual increase in J with crack length to some maximum value, followed by a gradual
decrease. (Actually, the J,_ curve for pure displacement control exhibits both increasing
and decreasing regions, but the increasing region is limited to very short crack lengths.) If
the R curve intersects the J_ curve in the rising region, the MCPT behavior will be similar
to a load control test, as in the top figure. If the R-curve intersects the J,_, curve in the
decreasing region, the MCPT will follow the general trends of a displacement control test.
In this particular case, the MCPT encompasses both attributes of the l,_ curve. With small
variations in the initial crack length, applied displacement, or system compliance, a flawed
structure of this type undergoing MCPT may fail during proof testing, experience large
stable crack growth without any possibility of failure, or not even initiate a tearing crack.
Thus, in theory the precise response to MCPT will be specific to component details.
3.2.2 Changes in Crack Size Distribution During MCPT
The effect of MCPT on a population of initial defects was evaluated using Monte
Carlo simulation. The particular Monte Carlo scheme employed here has thus far only
considered variations in the initial flaw size. All other input variables are taken as
deterministic. It should be noted that other variables (such as the R-curve or the system
compliance) also exhibit some randomness/uncertainty, and this may need to be considered
in order to make a comprehensive evaluation of the MCPT scheme.
The Monte Carlo algorithm randomly selectsan initialcrack length from a
user-definedprobabilisticdistribution.The code then conducts a simulatedMCPT on this
sample, noting whether the crack failedto begin tearing,grew to finalfracture,or simply
grew tosome largercrack size.The code thencollectsallfinalcrack lengthsfortheunfailed
samples and displaysfrequency distributionsfor both initialand finalcrack lengths. The
graphs presented here are not trueprobabilitydistributionfunctions(PDF), but ratherare
histograms.The totalrange ofcrack lengthsisdividedintoalargenumber of equallyspaced
bins,the actualcrack lengths are sortedinto the bins for counting,and then the graph is
constructedby locatingeach bin total(thenumber of cracksin each bin range) at'hecrack
length corresponding to the midpoint of each bin. This is a reasonable and efficient
approximation of thetruePDF, but may lack certainf'mcdetail.
Typical results for a five-cycle proof test in intermediate control (tending
towards load control) are shown in Figure 11. This figure may be better interpreted by
referring to the schematic representation in Figure 12. Under these particular conditions,
all cracks shorter than a_ do not initiate (Jm, on the first cycle is less than Jtc), and so all
cracks in Region 1 remain unchanged in length throughout the MCPT. All cracks longer
than a_, will grow to failure on one of the five proof cycles, and hence none of the cracks
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initially in Region 3 appear in the distribution of final crack lengths. The cracks in Region
2 will experience stable crack growth, but will not grow to fracture. The total areas of
Region 2 in the initial and final flaw distributions are the same (i.e., both represent the same
number of cracks). Note that there is actually a "gap" in the final flaw distribution (which
in Figure 11 is partially obscured by the bin sorting operation) because flaws exacdy equal
to a,_ are prevented from growing at all, while flaws slighdy greater than a,h grow by some
finite amount. This gap goes away as #rz, approaches zero, but a non-zero #rz, is supported
by experimental evidence. Remember, also, that the present analysis considers only crack
growth by ductile tearing and not by traditional fatigue, or sustained load mechanisms. This
analysisassumes thatcracks which never see a#rgreaterthan #rl,willnever grow, although
a fatigueanalysiswould predictsome (gencraUy quitesmall in comparison) average crack
advance on every cycle (ifthe fatiguethresholdisexceeded).
Figure 13 illustrates MCPT results for the same conditions as Figure 11, but
with different numbers of proof cycles. In this case, the advantage of multiple proof cycles
is clearly evident. While the largest remaining crack length in the population does not
change with further proof cycling, the population of cracks longer than as does decrease
with larger numbers of proof cycles. The same general effect is evident in Figure 14, which
uses initial flaw distribution types more typical of actual hardware (that is, log-normal
distributions heavily skewed towards shorter flaws). In this case, by the end of 10 proof
cycles almost all cracks longer than as have been removed from the population. On the
other hand, it should be noted that in some cases very Little benefit appears to be realized
by further proof cycling beyond a single cycle. It should be obvious by now that a great
many variables influence the outcome of MCPT, and it is not yet possible to suggest a simple
rule of thumb about when MCPT is good or had. Some general trends do, however, appear
evident.
One such general trendisthatMCPT under pure,or nearlypure,displacement
controlisnot desirable.This factisillustratedin a strikingway in Figure 15. In thiscase,
no crackshave been removed from thepopulationbut allcrackshave experiencedsignificant
stablegrowth. The same conclusion would apply to intermediatecontrolconfigurations
where the R-curve intersects the #re, curve in the falling region as in Figure 10.
Monte Carlo simulation of MCPT for intermediate control cases has just begun
(numcricaUy this is quite complex because of the complex shapes of both #r_ and R-curves,
and the probability of multiple intersections), hut it is obvious that several different outcomes
arc possible. Identification of the actual control boundary conditions in real components
will be particularly crucial to the final evaluation of MCPT.
3.3 J Estimates for Surface Cracks
These numerical experiments have been conducted on reference geometries and
materials in order to validate the code and illustrate the fundamental physical phenomena.
The ultimate concern, however, is to make some judgements about specific flaw shapes,
flaw sizes, material properties, and appLied loads which are representative of SSME
hardware. Unforumately, some of these requirements add new uncertainties to the analysis
and require further development work. Initial efforts to identify the governing equations
and input properties which are specific to the SSME application are briefly described below.
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J-integral estimation schemes for compact tension specimens, edge-cracked plates,
and many other "standard" specimen geometries arc immediately available in the EPRI
elastic-plastic handbook. Closed-form estimates for surface or embedded cracks in f'mite
thickness plates or shells are not readily available. A limited number of finite element results
for specific crack and specimen geometries and materials have been published, but these
have not yet led to generalized analytical expressions.
An alternative approach to J estimation is the reference stress approach developed by
the Central Electricity Generating Board (CEGB) of the United Kingdom [31]. This
technique requires only three basic pieces of information: 1) a complete solution for the
linear elastic stress intensity factor K; 2) a description of the elastic-plastic constitutive
material response (which does not have to be of the Ramberg-Osgood form); and 3) an
estimate of the plastic collapse limit load for the cracked member, assuming an
elastic-perfectly plastic material. All three of these are available for the surface cracked
plate and the Inconel 718 material. A remaining ambiguity for the surface cracked plate is
whether the limit load should represent the local Limit load for break-through to the back
surface or the global limit load for failure of the entire plate. Investigations by Miller of
the CEGB [32] suggest that the global limit load provides better J estimates, and his
comparisons of reference stress estimates with the limited number of "exact" solutions
available at that time found the estimate to be acceptable.
We have made further comparisons of the reference stress estimates for surface cracks
in f'mite thickness elasticoplastic plates with recent finite element results published by Parks
and Wang [33]. These comparisons are summarized in Figure 16, where J is normalized
by o0_ and the applied stress is normalized as o./o0. The material constants o0 and _ are
based on a Ramberg-Osgood description of the elastic-plastic constitutive relationship
(which was used by Parks and Wang),
(13)
The general form of the reference stress estimate for./used here is given by the expression
+ tmJt )/
(14)
This equation includes an effective crack length term to approximately account for plasticity
in the intermediate small-scale yielding regime [34]. The reference stress for a
surface-cracked plate is calculated as
_w
O,,f
1 - (r,a u)/(2tw)
(15)
where t and w are the thickness and width of the specimen and o. is the nominal applied
stress. The reference strain _ is calculated from the constitutive relationship as the uniaxial
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strain corresponding to a,¢. The linear elastic stress intensity factor K is calculated from
the expressions of Newman and Raju [35]. The reference stress I estimate appears to be
significantly low for both crack shapes.
Dowling [36] has previously studied I estimates for semi-circular flaws in inf'mite
bodies. He derived an equation of the general form
j=_,I1 J, , E'a(a/a0)']
(16)
Here J/J, is an effective crack length (plastic zone) correction term and/10 is a function of
the strain hardening exponent. Dowling found an equation of this form to give very similar
results to the elastic-plastic firtite element analysis of Tranfina et al. [37].
For infinite bodies, the reference stress is equal to the applied stress, and so we may
rewrite the previous equation (for plane stress) as:
J=-_{l+j_+h_e'cEo,¢ 1/}
(17)
Ignoring for the moment the effective crack length termJ, IJ,, this equation differs from the
basic CEGB reference stress equation only by the h0 factor, which the CEGB estimate for
an inf'mite body would take to be equal to 1. An arbitrary modification to the reference
stress J estimate can then be made by applying this last equation to the general case of a
finite body, where the reference stress and strain will be higher than the nominal applied
values. These new estimates are compared with the Parks and Wang results in Figure 17,
and they are clearly much improved. These results are promising, although further study
is needed to confirtn this modified estimation procedure.
Consideration of displacement control or intermediate control configurations requires
not only estimates for J as a function of load but also total displacement as a function of
load and system compliance. Again, this is not readily available for the case of surface
flaws. McC.abe [38] has recently proposed equations (developed by Newman and Raju) for
the elastic component of displacement, and he has also proposed an algorithm by which
experimental results can be used to calibrate a plastic displacement relationship of general
form. Further studies are underway to determine ff SwRI data can be used to construct these
equations.
3.4 MCPT Simulations with Surface Cracks
Preliminary assessments of multi-cycle proof testing for SSME applications were
conducted using the computer code described above in Section 3.1. The necessary J
estimation scheme for surface flaws was described in Section 3.3. Also required as input
are information about initial crack size distributions, discussed in Section 4, and material
properties and a resistance curve for surface flaws in IN-718, both of which are discussed
in Section 5.4.
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Two different representations of the resistance curve were investigated. The
development of the experimental data and empirical models for the R-curve is discussed in
more detail in Section 5.4, and is only summarized briefly here. One surface crack R-curve
model was chosen to have the same initial and tearing slopes as a resistance curve for IN-718
based on compact tension specimens, but with the intercept of the tearing line (parameter
R, Figure 7) increased by 3x. The second representation was a unique power-law fit to the
surface crack J- Aa data, with J estimates based on the modified reference stress technique.
The original data and the two fitted curves are shown together with Figure 18.
A Monte Carlo simulation of multi-cycle proof testing for the surface crack
configuration used by SwRI is illustrated in Figure 19. This particular simulation used the
power-law J-R curve. The control parameter was maximum load and the proof stress was
roughly equal to the flow stress (180 ksi). The section thickness was 0.2 in. Five proof
cycles were applied. Most of the cracks in the initial distribution are small and in this case,
those small cracks do not grow appreciably. The larger cracks do grow noticeably but the
net change in the crack length distribution is relatively small. See Figure 20, for example,
where simulations of individual proof tests are shown. When the initial crack length is 0.06
in., the crack length is predicted to increase by about 0.005 in. after five proof cycles. When
the initial crack length is 0.08 in., about 0.020 in. of total crack growth is predicted.
For this particular test configuration, the crack lengths of greatest interest are well into
the tail of the distribution. Further simulations were conducted which focused on these
longer initial crack lengths, as shown in Figure 21. Note here that only the right-hand tail
of the distribution is shown. The top graph shows initial and final crack length distributions
for five cycle proof testing with the same parameters described above. Here it is clear that
proof testing removes from the population only cracks longer than 0.112 in. The frequency
of cracks longer than about 0.07 in. decreases slightly after MCPT, and the frequency of
cracks shorter than 0.07 in. is essentially unchanged. Compare these results with the bottom
graph, which shows initial and final distributions for single cycle proof testing. The
frequency of cracks having lengths greater than 0.085 in. decreases somewhat, but the change
is less than for five cycle proof testing. The final maximum crack length is unchanged. One
might conclude in this particular case that MCPT is superior but only marginally so.
Further studies are needed to examine a wider range of input parameters which are
relevant to SSME proof testing. Attention must be given to displacement-controlled
configurations, the exact form of the resistance curve, and other representative values of
initial crack sizes and shapes, section thickness, and applied load. The material appears to
be of sufficient toughness, however, that only extremely large cracks (perhaps deeper than
half the section thickness) will be removed from the population during proof testing at large
applied stresses. Lower applied proof stresses leave much longer cracks in the structure
after testing. An applied maximum stress of 170 ksi, for example, is predicted to leave a
maximum flaw depth of 0.136 in. for a section thickness of 0.2 in. Applied stresses much
lower than the yield stress will cause negligible growth of all but the most severe defects
under these conditions.
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4. CRACK SIZE DISTRIBUTION FOR INCONEL 718
CASTINGS AND WELDMENTS
In order to model actual proof tests on SSME components, it is necessary to clef'me
relevant distributions of crack sizes and shapes. Data relative to initial defect sizes for SSME
hardware or fabrication processes were collected at Rocketdyne. The data sources include
material test coupons, selected SSME hardware, and available multi-cycle proof failure
information.
From the initial defect size data, statistical distributions were defined to model the
defect shape and size. Knowledge of these distributions will assist in choosing defect sizes
for future laboratory proof testing experiments. Figure 22 is a frequency distribution of
crack depth, a, and Figure 23 is a distribution of surface crack length 2c. From these data,
it can be seen that the largest concentration of crack depths are less than 0.02 in., while the
crack lengths are less than 0.05 in. The frequency distribution of crack shapes, a/2c, is
plotted in Figure 24. As expected, the predominant crack shape is semicircular (a/2c = 0.5).
This crack shape is typical for predominantly tensile loading in this material, and the
consistency of this shape as the crack grows will be verified during the experimental studies
discussed next.
Figure 25 is a plot of the effect of crack depth on crack shape. While the f'trst three
plots fit well into either a Weibull or log-normal distribution, a correlation of the crack shape
with size is less clearly defined, as seen in Figure 25. Almost all of the outliers in this figure
(a/2c > 2) come from the electron beam welding (EBW) microfissure data. Not taking these
data points into account yields a much more consistent crack shape to size correlation. While
these flaw size distributions may provide the best simulation of actual flaw sizes in the
SSME, decisions will still need to be made as to which flaw sizes will be used in the
experimental proof testing to best verify the analytical results.
The Rocketdyne data on distributions of initial crack depth, a, were analyzed to
determine the best statistical description. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used to
evaluate several different mathematical models, and the log-normal distribution with a mean
value _ = 0.0212 in. and a standard deviation _1 = 0.0203 in. was determined to be the best
description of the data (see Figure 22).
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5. FRACTURE MECHANICS PROPERTIES OF INCONEL 718
5.1 Material Characterization
Due to its wide application in SSME-components, Inconel 718, a precipitation
hardenable, nickel-base superalloy, was chosen for the experimental tests. Age hardening
in this alloy is achieved through precipitation ofa columbium-rich intermetallic phase which
results in good corrosion and oxidation resistance, as well as good mechanical properties,
which permit its use to temperatures of 1200"F.
Although most cracks in Inconel 718 components of interest to the SSME originate
at welds, the current program examined base metal. This decision was made so as not to
confuse the issue by the complexities associated with tests involving weldments--such as
residual stress, out of plane cracking, and crack branching.
To ensure that the results generated were applicable to SSME components, the test
material was purchased according to Rockwell Specification RB0170-153. The Inconel
718 was machined into "dog boned round" center cracked tension specimens, shown in
Figure 26, and then heat treated by United Heat Treating Company according to the
following procedures:
1) Rack parts to minimize warpage
2) Vacuum solution treat at 1900"F for 10-30 minutes
3) Argon back fill cool to room temperature
4) Age in vacuum at 1400"F for 10 hrs.
5) Furnace cool to 1200"F and hold for a total time
(1400"F plus furnace cool plus hold time at 1200"F)
of 20 hours
6) Argon back fill cool to room temperature
This particular heat treatment is used in SSME components to achieve optimum resistance
to hydrogen embrittlement.
The chemical composition of the Inconel 718 material used is given in Table 3, and"
the basic mechanical properties are given in Table 4. These tensile tests results are in
conformance with the RB0170-153 specifications.
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OO TABLE 3
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF THE IN-718 TEST MATERIAL
Heat No.
6L9364
I C
0.044
Cn
0.05
l Mn
0.09
AI
0.53
Si
0.12
Ti
0.99
Isl
0.001
Cb+Ta
5.17
P
0.006
Mg
23 ppm
Cr l
18.5
Pb
0.8 ppm
Ni
52.3
Sn
25 ppm
Mo
3.03
Fe
Bal
Co
0.31
TABLE 4
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF THE IN-718 TEST MATERIAL
0.2% Yield
Strength, ksi
Ultimate Tensile
Strength, ksi
205.5
% Elongation
["I
22.2
% R.A.
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5.2 Fatigue Crack Growth Rates
Fatigue crack growth rate tests were conducted on through-thickness cracked panels
to determine both baseline fatigue data and information regarding fatigue range marking.
This technique is based on the fact that the topography of the fatigue fracture surface is
altered with changes in loading variables. The cyclic stress ratio R a = K mJK,,,,, and AK can
be changed to place a coarse mark on a f'me surface, or vice versa, leaving a dark band on
the fracture surface. The production of a well-clef'reed range mark depends on prior
knowledge of the fracture surface appearance. The crack growth rates correlated with the
fracture surface morphology were used to select loading levels for the range marking
necessary for the crack shape studies. Metallic materials exhibit a general fracture
morphology trend of coarse-to-f'me-to-coarse that occurs with transitions at crack growth
rates of about 5 x 10.7 and 5 x 10.5 in./cycle, respectively.
Figure 27 provides a summary of the resulting crack growth rate data (da/d/V3 plotted
as a function of the crack-tip stress intensity factor range (AK) for three specimens. Two
tests were run on 0.2 in. thick specimens to provide data over a wide range of_growth rates.
As indicated by the figure, the data obey a power law above AK = 10 ksb/in., with good
agreement in the mid-range where results from the two specimens overlap. The third test
was conducted on a 0.5 in. thick specimen. Results_from the two thicknesses axe in excellent
agreement, except in the region near AK = 65 ksiqin. The deviation in this region is believed
to be due to the occurrence of noticeable crack branching in the 0.2 in. thick specimen,
which apparently resulted in retardation of the growth rates in this specimen.
Visual examination of the fracture surfaces of the above experiments revealed
significant differences in the fracture surface morphology at high and low growth rates.
This observation provides verification that range marking can be successfully employed to
mark crack extension in the following experiments on surface-cracked specimens.
5_3 Surface Crack Shape
Crack-shape studies were conducted to detem_ine the shape of the crack as it grows.
Fatigue range marking bands were used to both verify changes in the crack shape and monitor
the crack growth during the R-curve determination.
All specimens are fhst polished down to a 1 micron diamond polish to provide easy
viewing of the crack during the test. Electro-discharge machining (EDM) slots were
introduced into the surface of the specimens to provide a starter for the crack. The slot sizes
for the 0.2 in. thick specimens were 0.05 in. deep by 0.100 in. long and in the 0.5 in. thick
specimens they were 0.125 in. deep by 0.25 in. long. Prior to the precracking, the specimens
were prepared with photographic grids, having 0.010 in. spacing, to provide reference lines
for the visual crack length measurements. Three specimens were then precracked and tested
under fatigue loading at a stress ratio of 0.1 using a closed-loop, servo-hydraulic testing
machine.
Crack shape study experiments were conducted on surface flawed 0.2 in. thick
specimens. Crack opening displacement (COD) was measured with a clip gage, having 0.2
in. gage length, positioned on diamond indentions located just above and below the EDM
flaw. The shape of the growing crack was periodically marked using fatigue range marking.
On the fast attempt at range marking, fine marks were applied to the fracture surface. When
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FIGURE 27. Crack growth rate data for Inconel 718.
the specimen was broken open, these marks were indistinct, indicating that a coarser marking
was necessary. For the second attempt, a coarse-on-fine scheme was employed to produce
the marker band. The stress ratio chosen to produce a marker band (Rx°) was estimated from
the following empirical relationship:
where da/dN(mark) was chosen to be 1 x 10.7in/cycleand R_ was determined for each
referenceda/dN. Priortomarking the specimen, theload was dropped 30%. This drop in
maximum load isdesirableduring the proof tests,so thatonly small crack extension will
occur during the marking.
First, a through-crack specimen was fatigue range marked, as shown in Figure 28, then
a part-through flawed specimen, as shown in Figure 29. To allow for more accurate
measurements of the fracture surface, the photograph of the part-through crack fracture
surface was enlarged and the range marking bands were darkened, as shown in Figure 30.
One of the more noteworthy pieces of information attainable from this figure is the nearly
constant crack shape of 0.5. The shape varies from 0.493 to 0.549 at the seven marker bands,
as shown in Figure 31, holding the nearly semicircular shape throughout the growth of the
crack.
5.4 Surface Crack J.R Curve
Resistancecurves were generated for surface-crackedpanels of Inconel 718 under
both load and displacement control. Because of the high toughness of this material
(approximately 130 ksi i_.), all specimens exldbited net section yielding before the onset
of instability. This situation has required the use of elastic-plastic analysis techniques to
establish the resistance curve, as discussed in the analysis section below.
5.4.1 Experimental Procedures
The load controlexperiments arcdefined as those where theappliedload was
used asthefeedback signalforthe servo-hydraulictestmachine. During thesetests,aCOD
gage was connected toeithersideof the EDM flaw,with a gage lengthof 0.200 in. Two
methods were attempted to monitor crack extensionduring loading: 1) changes inelastic
compliance during periodic unloading of the specimen; and 2) fatigue marker bands
introducedby periodiccyclicloading ata high R ratio.However, due tothe small amount
ofcrackextensionwhich occurred intheexperiments,crackextensioncould not be reliably
detectedwith thesetechniques.Nevertheless,itwas possibletogeneratea resistancecurve
by testingmultiplespecimens. In each case,the specimen was loaded toproduce different
amounts of crack extensionas determined by postmortem analysisof the fracturesurface.
Only small amounts of crack extension (< 0.008 in.)were obtained in any of these
load-controlledtests.Thus, theload-controltestsdo not adequatelysimulatethesubstantial
crackextensionwhich can occur duringtheproof testingof actualSSME components. That
is,instabilityintervenesbeforemuch crack growth can be achieved.
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The other limiting type of test for the R-curve experiments is a
displacement-controlled test. During these tests, the specimen was driven to a set
displacement, allowing the load to increase as necessary to reach that displacement. In this
case, the COD gage was modified to obtain a gage length of 0.05 in. By conducting the test
in this manner, one can achieve virtually any displacement (and thus crack growth), since
the applied J decreases as the crack extends. For the displacement-controlled tests, larger
Aa values were thus obtained than in the load-controlled tests. The actual SSME components
will instead see a loading somewhere between the two limiting cases of load and
displacement control.
5.4.2 Procedure Used to Analyze J.R Curve Data
Material Prooerties for Inconel 718. Application of the reference stress
approach forJ estimation requires development of a closed-form estimate for the constitutive
relationship. Analysis of load-displacement records from S wRI tensile tests of Inconel 718
yielded a relationship between stress and plastic strain of the form
o = 248.4e °'°cm (19)
The elastic modulus is 29.69 x 103 ksi. The relationship between stress and total strain may
also be written in the general Ramberg-Osgood form, Eqn. 13, where e0 = 0.006, o0 = 179.8
ksi, ¢z = 1, andn -- 15.8.
Resistance Curve for Inconel 718. Resistance curve data for Inconel 718
obtained by Rocketdyne from relatively thick (B = 0.6 in.) compact tension (CT) specimens
were supplied to SwRI. Non-linear least squares regression techniques were used to obtain
best fits to the different empirical J-R curve models mentioned above. These empirical
models included four equations proposed by Orange [29], as well as a power law. The data
and some of the different fits are shown in Figure 32. None of the four models were clearly
inferior or superior in their ability to describe the data. While correlation coefficients varied
somewhat, all were around 0.900 - 0.940. The choice of a specific model is a matter of
mathematical convenience and personal judgement about which model captures the most
important features of the data. Note that the average value of the tearing slope was 3400
in.-lb/in., which yields a value for the tearing modulus of only about 3.1 -- indicative of a
material with relatively low ductile tearing resistance.
The resistance curve for Inconel 718 in the surface-cracked configuration is not
necessarily the same as the CT resistance curve due to variations in stress state, as manifested
by both global geometry and crack geometry. It is possible to construct a J-R curve for
surface cracks in IN 718 from the limited number of tests conducted by SwRI and discussed
in Section 5.4.1. The primary difficulty lies in calculating the appropriate J value for a given
load-displacement record and increment of crack growth. Traditional schemes for
calculating J from load-deflection records of CT tests are well-established, but
corresponding schemes for complex geometries such as the surface flaw have not yet been
proven.
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Two approaches are available to estimate J for these tests. The first uses the
modified reference stress technique described above in Section 3.3. This scheme depends
only on the final load and crack length and not on the load-displacement history. The second
scheme is an "equivalent energy" approach utilized recently by McCabe [38]. He suggested
that J could be calculated as:
j----
E
where K R is a plasticity-modified stress intensity factor given by
gR- r
(21)
Here AT and A, axe the total and elastic areas under the load-displacement curves and K,. is
the Linear-elastically determined stress intensity factor, see Figure 33.
The resulting estimated resistance curve estimates for the surface cracked
Inconel 718 are shown in Figure 34, along with the CT resistance curve. Note that the
modified reference stress and equivalent energy estimates gave similar values for J, typically
differing by about 10%. The primary exception to this agreement is the data point
corresponding to the displacement-controlled test with the greatest amount of crack
extension. This may reflect the uncertainty associated with J following large amounts of
crack advance with associated elastic unloading in the wake of the crack.
The resistancecurve for surfacecracksisclearlydifferentfrom the resistance
curve forCT geometries. The initialslope (associatedwith the bluntinglineand earlycrack
growth) appears to be about the same, but the criticalJ value atwhich large amounts of
crack extension begin to occur ismuch higher. This indicationof higher toughness is
consistentwith a possiblechange from high constraintinthe thicksectionCT teststolower
constraintin the thinsection,deeply cracked surfaceflaw tests.Other factorsmay alsobe
involved,includingthe lossof J-dominance (discussedfurtherbelow). Similar behavior
was previouslyobserved by White, Ritchie,and Parks [39].Furthermore, thereappears to
be a more gradual change in the slope of the surfacecrack resistancecurve in the vicini W
ofthe"knee".Itisdifficulttoevaluatethepossiblechanges inthetearingslopewith specimen
geometry in thiscase,sinceonly a few pointsare availableto calculatethisslope for the
surfacecrack tests.Itispossiblethatthe tearingmodulus remains unchanged with the
specimen geometry, but itisalsopossiblethatthe tearingmodulus increases(perhaps due
alsotolossof constraint)for the surfacecrack. Both phenomena have been reportedinthe
Literature for other materials. Further tests may be needed to better characterize the tearing
slope, particularly for small amounts of crack extension.
In one sense, the uncertainties associated with 3' estimation for development of
the resistance curve are not fatal. Since analysis of crack growth involves comparison of
applied J and material resistance J, the important issue is to be consistent in the way the two
values are estimated. Absolute errors in the estimation scheme will, to some degree, cancel
each otherout.
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6. DISCUSSION
It appears that the selection of an optimum proof test strategy, including specification
of the optimum number of proof cycles, will depend on several crucial factors. The nature
of local control (load vs. displacement) in the actual component will be of great importance.
While traditional pressure testing is consistent with load control, the development of local
plasticity in net sections is likely to lead to some local intermediate control condition
analogous to Neuber control at the root of a notch. Identification of this control condition
and appropriate mathematical description are essential to development of the proper proof
St s.trateg_,.. This will require.elastic-plastic stress analysis of the cracked component itself.
nslaeranon must also be g_ven to the nature of the material resistance curve, including
the initial slope, the effective Jt_ value, and the tearing modulus; the initial crack size
distribution; and the magnitude of the applied loads/displacements. Therefore, selection of
an optimum proof test strategy may be specific to each component (considering geometry,
material, and design loads).
Several other important questions remain unanswered, however, and should be
addressed in further experimental and analytical research. What really happens during
unload/reloadcycles? When does furtherductiletearingoracceleratedfatiguecrack growth
occur ornot occur? What istherelationshipbetween fatigueand tearing?Does theresistance
curve actuallyregenerate itselfconsistentlyon subsequent proof cyclesby moving along
theAa axis? Or arethereotherchanges in theshape ororiginof theresistancecurve? How
does theresistancecurve change with specimen and crack geometry? A major change was
observed between the thickCT geometry and the thinplatesurfacecrack geometry. Will
furtherchanges occur from component tocomponent? Do resistanceJ valueschange around
theperimeterofasurfacecrack? AppliedJ valuesareknown tochange around theperimeter.
Must thisbe considered more rigorously? Are J_,pand ./,_,_, consistenton each cycle?
Or does materialhardening duringthefirstcyclecause changes inthesevaluesforsubsequent
cycles? How does J change for extremely deep surfaceflaws,or for flaws which have
experienced largetearing?
Another setof questionsand unresolved issuesrelatesmore directlytothe validityof
J as the governing fracture parameter for large cracks and high applied stresses. The
J-integral accurately expresses the magnitude of the near-tip stresses and strains when the
Hutchinson-Rice-Rosengren (HRR) singular fields dominate the complete crack-tip fields
over distances large compared to crack-tip blunting and fracture process zones. But as
stresses and strains increase towards a fully plastic load state, constraint is lost and the HRR
fields no longer dominate. Parks and Wang [33] have recently studied this problem in some
depth for the three-dimensional surface crack. They found for two specific crack geometries
that HRR-dominance slowly deteriorated until applied stresses approached the flow stress,
when loss of dominance accelerated rapidly. Even the semi-circular flaw, which is ordinarily
associated with a high level of constraint, exhibited in-plane plastic flow deformation
patterns in the remaining ligament typical of single edge cracks under tension. No rigorous
criteria have yet been forwarded, however, to characterize loss of dominance for
three-dimensional configurations with respect to specific geometries or load levels.
Furthermore, it is not yet entirely clear what loss of dominance might mean in a pragnaatic
sense to assessment of tendencies for ductile fracture of surface cracks. Although J may
lose its rigorous meaning as the characteristic parameter for the near-tip stress-strain field,
might it still be useful in an engineering sense to describe crack growth?
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Some of these questions introduce pragmatic issues related to the engineering
applicationof the analysismethod. The analyticalmodel requiresacceptably accurateJ
estimates for cracks in actual hardware, and these geometrical crack/component
configurationsare typicallymore complicated thanthe handbook-type solutionscommonly
available. The reference stressmethod used in thisstudy appears to hold considerable
promise fortheefficientsolutionofmore sophisticatedproblems,but furtherstudyisncexicd.
A second major input required by the analyticalmodel isresistancecurve data for crack
geometries of interest in materials of interest. In view of the geometry-dependence of the
J-R curve exhibited here, a library of CT resistance curves may be of limited value. There
are obvious practical limits on the number of original resistance curves which can be
generated for different geometries, however. Some advances in the theoretical
understanding of geometry effects on the resistance curve are needed.
Still other, perhaps more fundamental, questions remain to influence the practice of
MCPT in an actual production/service environment. How does crack growth during proof
tesnng influence subsequent fatigue crack growth during normal service? Will MCPT lead
to retardation - or acceleration - of crack growth when the component sees typical service
histories? How do resistance and applied J values change for irregularly shaped flaws in
inhomogeneous weldments? And are there other factors which may contribute to failure
during MCPT, such as the transformation of some material defect into a true crack after
several cycles?
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
1.
.
*
°
*
*
Based on a survey of MCPT experiences, as well as experiments on
surface-cracked Inconel 718 panels, it is concluded that stable crack growth
during MCPT involves significant plastic deformation. In components, this
deformation occurs locally in uncracked ligaments associated with cracks which
are large compared to the component thickness.
.
Based on a statistical analysis of data compiled from SSME components, as well
as welded and cast Inconel 718 specimens, it is concluded that incipient crack
depths are log-normally distributed with a mean of 0.021 in. and a standard
deviation of 0.020 in.
Based on a newly developed analyticalmodel of MCPT, combined with Monte
Carlo simulation techniques,itisconcluded thatthe changes in the crack size
distributionduringMCPT depend on theinteractionbetween thenumber ofproof
cycles applied,the natureof the J-R curve (both J_.and tearingmodulus), the
initialcrack sizedistribution,the component boundary conditions(thatis,load
controlversus displacement control),and the magnitude of the applied load or
displacement.
In view of the above factors,the relativeadvantages and disadvantages of
single-cycleversus multi-cycle proof testingwill,in theory, be specificto
component geometry, material,and fabricationtechnique.
Components whose boundary conditions, local to the cracked region, approach
load control during proof testing are more likely to be amenable to successful
MCPT, whereas those approaching displacement control should not be subjected
to MCPT, particularly where leaks cannot be tolerated.
Ultimately, the assessment of the relative merits of MCPT will require
elastic-plastic analysis of representative components containing representative
large cracks, since the actual loading is somewhere between load and
displacement control.
Further progress in understanding and optimizing MCPT depends on
clarificationof the following fundamental issues:
a)
b)
c)
the dependence/'mdependence of the J-R curve on specimen (or
component) geometry, including crack size and shape;
the variance/mvariance of the J-R curve for large unloading cycles;
The possibility of variations in applied J for surface flaws which are
extremely deep or which have experienced substantial ductile
tearing;
d) The interaction of applied and resistance J for multi-
degree-of-freedom crack configurations in which both Jm, and JR
may change around the perimeter of the crack.
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The engineering application of the analytical model developed herein for MCPT
depends on:
a) the availability of J estimates for surface-cracked components; and
b) the availability of J-R curve data for surface cracks in materials of
interest.
The next step in developing a MCPT strategy should involve a coordinated
experimental-analytical effort focusing on the experimental validation of the
assumptions of the present analytical model, with deviations between measured
and predicted behavior serving as the basis for model improvements.
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